
The Moravia Collection Tables are designed by up-

coming Interior Designers. All our tables are made-

to-measure, based upon your specific requirements.

The collection is made from a selection of premium 

quality Moravian and French Oak which has been 

mechanically matured. The tannic acid present in the 

oak has been activated in a natural way giving the 

tables their unique appearance.

The Moravia Collection Tables

Sarah Table
made-to-measure sizes
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Antonio and Giovanni Collection 
Designed by Osiris Hertman
made-to-measure sizes

Antonio Writing Table (top left)
Giovanni Dining Table (top right)
Details from range (bottom)
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Moon
Designed with Rupert & Rupert

Handmade solid oak in silver-black or Bohemia 
white-grey oak finish. Available in any size as  
dining, writing desk or coffee table (Basse).

President (top right)
Designed with Rupert & Rupert
made-to-measure sizes
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Toscha
Square Table (top left); Dining Table (top right)
made-to-measure sizes

Metal tables (bottom)
made-to-measure sizes  

Vienna Table (bottom)
made-to-measure sizes

Glass Top Table (top)
Designed by Studio Olgoj Chorchoj
made-to-measure sizes

Made from a selection of premium quality Moravian 
and French Oak, available in standard sizes or can  
be custom made to your specific requirements. 

The Bohemia Floors Collection
Includes libraries, horeca & retail interiors, wall 
panelling using oak or reclaimed wood, kitchens, 
doors and radiator covers.

The Moravia Collection Projects
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Dario Solid Wood Dining Table
220cm x 46cm x 80cm

The cooperation with Tina Mavriki, a Greek 

designer based in Athens, has resulted in the 

creation of the Nero Collection a line of furniture 

that emphasizes purity and clarity in its design.  

It consists of dining, coffee tables, glass vitrine  

and wood buffets.

Nero Collection is inspired by the simplicity of 

Greek forms and materials. It combines frugality 

of design and timeless elegance. Aged wood, raw 

iron and glass are basic elements of the collection, 

produced by traditional craftsmenship of  

Bohemian Works.

Nero Collection: Bohemian Works & Tina Mavriki



Orbit Solid Wood Dining Table
255cm x 135cm x 76cm
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Anthea Solid Wood & Iron Coffee Table (top left)
170cm x 80cm x 38cm


